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Musical Fidelity's current top-of-the-range
electronics include the FCD CD player, F22
pre-amp, F15 power amp and FT FM tuner,
tested with an additional F15 to give higher
power in bridged mode and TDL Studio
Monitor speakers.
Alvin Gold

10 Arcam meets B&W
A sub-£ 1800 system consisting of the Arcam
Alpha 6 CD player, Alpha 5 Plus AM/FM
tuner and Apha 6 Plus amplifier teamed with
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Alvin Gold
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Richer Sounds' Audio Partnership has produced a
number of interesting low cost, real hi-fi separates
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DACMAGIC 1D/A converter, Audio and Al
amplifier, and the Gale Model 2 speakers.
Alvin Gold

14 Prime Meridian
British company Meridian has
an enviable reputation for
digital technology and
electronics. Here we assess a
near-£3000 all-Meridan
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CD player, 551 amp,
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Peter J Comeau
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for tonight
An under £2000 combination,
the Cyrus DAD7 CD player,
the Cyrus III amplifier and
Mission 752 loudspeakers
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18 A life of E's
A few pence less than £900 will net you
Musical Fidelity's budget version of the
stylish Elektra separates. The roll call here
is the El 0 integrated amplifier, E60 CD
player and ESO FM-only tuner
Ken Kessler
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Roksan now offers a £6000 system consisting
of the Attessa ATT-DP2 Mk II CD
transport, DA2 and DS5 power
supply, L2.5 pre-amp, ROK-DS1.5
pre-amp power supply, S1.5 power
amp and Ojan 3X loudspeakers
Alvin Gold
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Marantz's high-end
Music Link combines stylish minimal
design with outstanding
sound — and a record player!
by KEN KESSLER

LINKUP.
R

etuming to serious high-end
manufacturing has always
been a ' given' with Marantz,
probably because the company never
stopped flirting with it. Even during
those times when it seemed that
Marantz existed only to produce
outrageously good yet inexpensive
CD players, there was always
something in the catalogue of appeal
to high rollers: the legendary CD- 12
two-box CD player, asteady run of
other high-ticket single-chassis CD
players, the odd big-bucks integrated
amplifier, the original Music Link
components. Now the latter series
has developed into something much
more than a chi-chi space-saver
system
or
an
exercise
in
miniaturisation.
Under the aegis of Ken Ishiwata,
Music Link has been expanded to
include a revised pre-amp and
monoblocks, a phono pre- amp, a
cost-no-object single- chassis CD
player and a very limited run of
turntables, the out- of- mothballs
TT1000 now bearing aMk II suffix.
All that's lacking to complete aonemake system out of Music Link
hardware is cabling and a pair of
speakers, but I don't foresee the
return of the Imperial 7. Given that
Marantz is now involved in
distributing Tannoy in most of
Europe, it's likely that showgoers
around the world will hear Music
Link systems through the Scottish
products. And given, too, that afull
Music Link stack costs loadsamoney,
the only Tannoys worthy of the
flagship Marantz electronics are the
company's classic dual-concentrics.
And we are talking lots of money.
A complete Music Link package with
both LP and CD sources and the
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Along the
front edge of
the CD player's
top plate are
the basic
controls,
while the
front panel
bears a
traditional
Marantz-blue
power-on
indicator,
an on/off
switch and the
coolest round
display...
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least expensive amplifiers in the allchampagne range leaves but £ 100
from £ 14,000; you can add to it a
difference of acool nine grand when
the reference-grade SC 5 pre-amp
and SM 5 power amp arrive. For
this review, though, the system
consists of the MA 23 monoblocks
(£1800) and SC 23 pre- amp
(£1000), the PH 22 phono amp
(£1100), the CD 23 CD player
(£4000) and the TT1000 Mk II
(£6000 less arm). The review 1000
came fitted with aspecial version of
the SME Series V arm, with certain
parts gold-plated to match the
Marantz look, while Ken Ishiwata
graciously left his favourite cartridge
in place for the listening sessions. It's
aKoetsu Rosewood Signature — one
of my all-time favourite cartridges —
only Ken's was prepared by Suganosan himself.
Make no mistake: this system is
worthy of hosting that unique
specimen. The Series V works
beautifully with Koetsus — mine has
carried Rosewood, Urushi and aKen
Chan — and the direct-drive TF1000
II, well, you just don't get more
confidence-inspiring than a chassis
made of a tuned- for-damping
glass/aluminium sandwich. Weight?
A porky 26.5kg less the outboard
power supply. It's an horizon filler,
too,
measuring
a
mighty
517x142x410mm (whd). Underneath is the PLL quartz-controlled
motor in amassive housing, driving
achunky aluminium die-cast platter
topped with a suede mat. The
armboard arrangement is a large
Michell-like disc bolted securely to
the chassis, the whole lot resting on
four large, damped feet. The external
power supply comes in a compact

box bearing an on/off rocker switch;
the TT1000 II itself wears only a
stop button and two on-buttons, one
for 33rpm and the other for 45rpm.
Clean and simple... and drop-dead
gorgeous.
Sibling rivalry comes in the form
of sweetest little CD spinner I've
seen in ages. No, it's not quite the
Power Rangers-styled techno-treasure
seen in prototype form afew years
back, with feet almost as big as the
unit itself, but a move in the
opposite direction: the production
CD 23 single-box player is so
minimalist, so unadorned and yet so
stylish that you'll forgive Marantz for
placing all the minor controls on the
remote and leaving the 23 only with
the basic buttonry. But the details
that were fitted are truly eyecatching, noteworthy and almost
'alternative'.
With
a footprint
of only
250x281mm and a height of
124mm, this player seems like a
transport-only device; it comes across
like aglorified portable, but built to
wartime specification. Inside is a
fully-suspended CDM9 Pro transport
and ahand-picked DAC7 Bitstream
converter aided by an HDAM
(Hyper Dynamic Amp Module)
output stage for better dynamics.
And while there is coaxial access to
the digital data stream, Ifelt that
little was gained by moving to other
DACs. I'm neither afanatical DAC7
booster nor a Bitstream decrier; I
can only assume that this singlechassis device is simply a terrific
illustration of how synergy and the
careful factory matching of a CD
player's two primary sections can
obviate the need for external
tweaking. Sound quality, though,
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isn't the 23's main attraction; that
influence comes later. People just
have to look at this device to issue
an involuntary, 'Gimme!'
On top is acircular smoked-glass
lid, removed manually by its big
knurled handle. Underneath is the
transport itself, capped by amagnetic
clamp. And you must replace the
glass lid for playback; you cannot
expose the spinning CD to the
elements. Along the front edge of the
top plate are the basic controls, while
the front panel bears a traditional
Marantz-blue power-on indicator, an
an/off switch, and... the coolest
round display this side of an AirTight. Solidly built, chunky, compact
— it has guaranteed appeal for the
sort of acquisitor who adores Minox
cameras.
Four identically-sized components
complete the electronics portion of
the package: the PH 22 phono amp
'see box], the SC 23 pre-amp and
MA 23 monoblocks, each residing
in vault-like 280x85x187mm (whd)
enclosures.
At the centre of all the action is
the SC 23 pre-amp, an update of the
SC 22 with power supply revisions,
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better S/N ratio by 5dB, far greater
frequency response ( 10-801cHz vs 2020kHz, ± 3dB) and lower THD.
This control module, like the phono
and power amps, uses a nonmagnetic, copper-shielded chassis to
stop eddy currents from interacting
with the music signal, so you can put
away your VP! and Shakti bricks. All
the unit offers across the front are
on/off, four press buttons to choose
numbered rather than labelled
sources, atape monitor button and
avolume control. The rear is filled
with substantial phono sockets —
gold-plated of course — including
normal and inverted phase outputs
for bridging one's amplifiers.
On the receiving end are the MA
23 50W monoblocks, each bearing
heavy die-cast end-cheeks (as on the
22
and
23),
a substantial,
mechanically-isolated
toroidal
transformer, and hefty binding posts
accepting bare wire or banana plugs.
Operation is Class AB, and the units
run warm to the touch.
Because I'm fascinated by small
objects of desire (model cars and
miniature cameras are pet passions),
Iwas probably pre-disposed toward

Underneath
the turntable
is the PLI
quartzcontrolled
motor in
amassive
housing,
driving a
chunky
aluminium
die-cast
platter topped
with a
suede mat

acomplete system which — turntable
aside — occupies less cubic space
than
one
channel
of Krell
amplification. But this didn't stop
me from treating it like grown-up hifi. Using cables from Nirvana and
XLO, I fed the Music Link into
Celestion Kingstons, a couple of
Sonus Fabers, LS3/5As, and Apogee
Ribbon Monitors, prices ranging
from £650 to a max of £2500 per
pair. And I confess to using
(possibly) warped logic in focusing
on small-ish speakers. It goes
something like this:
In addition to a general trend
away from large speaker systems —
size rather than price being the
deterrent — I have assumed that
speaker dimensions are doubly
important to the potential Music
Link owner. Why? Because I'm also
assuming that the diminutive
measurements of the Music Link
components will prove to be the
initial selling point; visual impact
always
precedes
intellectual
assessment whether we're talking
about hi-fi, pets, cars or — yes —
people. I'm not suggesting for a
moment that compactness is the
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close your eyes and see

the new improved Arcam Alpha 5 system
Close your eyes and see the difference between Arcam's new Alpha
5system of hi-fi components and anything else in its price range.

Recommendation in the 1994 What Hi-Fi? Awards.
Finally, feast your ears on the new Alpha 5Plus CD player - quite

Ignore the fact that the Alpha 5amplifier is our best 'budget

simply, the best value high performance CD player ever produced by a

audiophile' amplifier ever, outselling all others in the UK for the past

UK manufacturer. Over the past year the critics have heaped praise on

year. Don't be tempted by its attractive styling or aprice tag which

its predecessor, the Alpha 5CD player, calling it "the player to beat"

looks too good to be true. Just listen, and discover for yourself aquality

(What Hi-Fi?) and "standing head and shoulders above the rest" (Hi-Fi

of sound that can only be described as exceptional.

News)*. Now, thanks to new master clock circuitry, the 5Plus sounds

Next, try the Alpha 5FM tuner. Again, don't let its surprising

even better and once again sets the standards for other CD players to

affordability seduce you. Instead, listen to broadcast sound that is

match.

natural, clear and dynamic - qualities which gained it aclass leading

Just listen. Close your eyes, open your mind, and see the light.

*If you already own an Alpha 5 CD player, we'd be happy to update it to full 5 Plus specification. Please call our service department at the number below during office hours for full details and prices.

ARCAM
For more information, including the nearest place you can listen to Arcam, complete the coupon and post it to:
Arcam, Pembroke Avenue, Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS 9PB, England. Or telephone: (01223) 440964 (24 hours). Fax: (01223) 863384
Please send mc information and reviews on (please tick boxes):
Arcam CD players D

Title

Address

Arcam tuners

First ls.an

Ple,c .end Sr
Arcam amplifiers

Arcam's cassette deck

brochure with detáls of all your products

Arcam speakers CI

AudloQuest cables D

Surname

Postcode

In Australia: Stolerack Audio Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 139. St. Ives, N.S.W., 2075. Tel: (61) 2 440 8755. Fax: (61) 2 440 8441. In Canada: Emerald Audio Resources, Sussex P.O. Box 19016, 720 Spadina Avenue, Suite
100A, Toronto, Ontario, M55 3(.79. Tel: (416) 596 7657. Fax: (416) 596 7171. In Neu ,Zealand: Aoalon Audio, 587 Mount Lieu Rd.. Auckland. Tel: (09) 36.99000. Fax: (09)638 8882. In South Africa: HiFi
Specialists, Durban Ro.d 155, &thee. 7535. Tel: (0211 946 1441. Fax: (021)946 4364. In USA: Audioleux Corporation, P.O. 381. Highland Lakes, 1\,1 07422. Tel: (201) 764-8953. Fax: (201)764-8479.
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prime raison d'etre for this series, only
that
it's
the
series'
most
distinguishing feature. It is to Music
Link what skinny toggle switches and
handles are to Audio Research. So
it follows, at least to me, that the set
will probably be completed with
small-ish speakers. But notice, too,
that the speakers listed above also
resemble Music Link in another way:
all are pedigreed and possibly
overdeveloped. Certainly they're all
over-engineered.
Time to talk about Ken Ishiwata
again, even at the risk of giving the
impression that Ihave the hots for
the guy. Open the Marantz catalogue
with 'Audiophile' on the cover and
you'll see KI's pic on the inside,
along with his introduction to the
range. Yet again, I'm reminded of
the relationship between the sound
of ahi-fi component or system and
the designer or main motivator. So,
to appreciate Music Link, it helps to
know Ken Ishiwata and what drives
him. It's enough that Ken is able to
influence performance to the degree
that he does within the Marantz
empire. After all, most gigantic
manufacturers prefer to squash
individual personalities, favouring a
faceless design team and corporate
decisions over the cult of personality.
It allows them to pass the buck with
amazing
facility,
to
avoid
accountability.
Ishiwata, whose global viewpoint
is as much European as it is
Japanese, combines the best of the
two cultures. In other words, he's
out to make audiophile-worthy gear
with commercial potential.
But the secret is his singlemindedness,
the
indefatigable
samurai element. Ken has never, to
my knowledge, been stymied by any
audio challenge. He has this ability
to dial in sound characteristics the
way achef handles seasoning. Idon't
mean the sort of bogus filtering or
tone shaping which alleges to make
trannies sound like tubes, where
some clown claims that juggling the
distortions will turn a solid-state
crapbox into avalve clone. No, it's
22 CALIBRE
I
The pre-Aplion 22 is an absolutel
Idream of a phono amp because, 14
addition to accepting two inputs,
m-m and/or m-c, with a variety of
settings, this unit also does what
few phono stages have done since
the days of the Quad II: it provides
four types of EQ, suitable for early
LPs and 78s. Given that it's so
smooth, accurate, flexible, practicI
and well-behaved, Iwould expect
see the PH 22 creating amarket of
its own among analogue devotees,
whether or not they own any of the
other Music Link components.
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far more subtle than that, and it's
something
Ken
demonstrated
conclusively with a couple of
Marantz's current CD players, CD15 and CD- 16, one designed for the
brain and one designed for the heart.
For Music Link, Ken — with only
minor concern for cost — has been
working on providing near-'universal'
high-end sound and real-world
practicality. The latter accounts for
the sizing, the easy set-up, the
removal of superfluous facilities. The
former? Ken and the Marantz design
team have worked hard to produce
components which belie their size in
terms of power and (sonic)
presentation. Better still, they've
endowed
Music
Link
with
'personality' while retaining alevel
of neutrality that allows the
components to work well with avast
range of speakers. You have to work
hard to create a mismatch, harder
still to separate the Music Link
components' signature sound from
that of the speakers themselves. So
it's thank goodness for LS3/5As.
Through years of stubbornness
and a refusal to abandon the wee
Beeb monitor, I've grown to know
the LS3/5A as well as Iknow any
component in my arsenal. It's simple
Pavlovian conditioning, not secret
Golden Ears wizardry, a case of
familiarity breeding contentment. So
asignal fed through an LS3/5A is a
signal Ican decipher. It's the same
for all of you who have kept the
fundamental components in your
system constant over the years.
Thus it was no chore comparing
LP vs CD this far into the LP's
afterlife, especially when the two
sources come from the same stable.
And was the TT1000 II/PH 22
sound anything like that of the CD
23? More than you can imagine. But
I suspect that the CD 23 was
tailored to sound like the TT1000
rather than vice versa. The TT1000
II/SME V/Koetsu combo yielded a
smooth blend of romance and detail,
impact and air, warmth and control.
It was, in many ways, like the sound
of a Townshend Rock through
vintage valves, or — even more
surprisingly — the sound of avalve'd
CD player. Surface noise was as low
as I've heard from any non-clamping
record-playing system, while the
lower registers had slam which
suggested vacuum hold-down.
CD 23 approached it from the
opposite direction, so to speak.
Anyone who's heard CD 52 MK II
SE, CD 63 SE, CD 16 or CD 12
knows that Ken Ishiwata can banish
digital nasties with the efficacy of
Domestos. Alas, Idon't have Keb'
Mo's latest on vinyl, but Ican tell
you that the CD, played through the
CD 23, became something of a

Further
along the
chain, the
pre/power
combination
seems slightly
more powerful
that its
predecessors,
but smoother,
too. The latter
is a result
of the
power amps'
composure
and the
pre- amp's
seemingly
limitless
headroom

yardstick for me while I had the
system to hand. The 23 recovered all
of the acoustic bloom one would
expect to hear around adobro, and
the vocal textures had aconvincing
grain and growl that made the
presentation so much more vivid. On
discs where Idid have the CD and
LP editions to compare, the TT1000
had the punchier sound, with
presentation in line or slightly in front
of the speakers, while the CD seemed
ashade more laid-back — the opposite
of what I expected. But the gap
between them is a narrow one:
switching between the two won't cause
much confusion for the owner who
uses both sources with any regularity.
Further along the chain, the
pre/power combination seems slightly
more powerful that its predecessors,
but smoother, too. The latter is a
result of the power amps' composure
and the pre-amp's seemingly limitless
headroom. Even with the Sonus
Faber Minima Amators, the system
never appeared to be working too
hard. It delivered enough grunt to
exploit the dynamic capabilities of
the Celestion Kingston, producing
unharnessed bass from aselection of
non-synthetic reggae classics, and it
reminded my why Iconsider JGeils'
Sanctuary (just reissued on BOO) to
be the most majestic rock album of
the last 25 years. Music Link's
unexpected forcefulness, composure
and transparency let this nearbombastic set swell easily to the max,
and Ihad the feeling that most of
the speakers would clip before the
amps did. So much for thinking of
50W as inadequate.
Although I understand
the
inarguable logic which states that
one-make systems are to be preferred
to mongrels because of innate
compatibility and synergy, practice
often shows that mixing and
matching can yield better results. But
Marantz and Ken Ishiwata have
addressed these concerns in a
package which isn't just any 1990s
high- end system in a one-make
bundle: it also features an analogue
source. Far dearer than most other
all-in-one systems from major
manufacturers, the Music Link setup remains, in its latest guise, the
most domestically acceptable highend system I can name. And it
shows yet again that downsizing
needn't be acompromise.
Gorgeous? You bet. But say it
twice, because it describes both the
look and the sound.
SYSTEM
MA 23 monoblock,s £1800
SC 23 pre-amp £ 000
PH 22 phono amp ,C1100
CD 23 CD player £4000
771 000 Mk H turntable £6000
(without arm)
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ther than TDL, how many
companies
out
there
specialise in that most
prestigious
of
bass
loading
techniques, the transmission line?
And, apart from Musical Fidelity,
how many electronics companies
manufacture exotic tube pre-amps
and hybrid power amp combinations
with enough power to raise the
Titanic, and yet are politically
incorrect enough to offer the benefits
of full remote control?
Here is asystem drawn from two
manufacturers who refuse to do
things by the book, a combination
that on paper at least looks like a
match made in heaven. Although
there is another expression about the
best laid plans of mice and men...
Built into asolid case the £ 1500
Musical Fidelity FCD CD player
gives no clue to its single-ended unity
gain Class A tube output buffer
stage, which is built around
ECM88s, the digital hardware is
based on the Philips DAC7 chipset.
The player has an electrical digital
S/PDIF output (in phono and XLR
flavours), and also aToslink output,
which is surely superfluous. Analogue
is available from both unbalanced
(phono) and balanced (XLR)
analogue feeds, though to an extent
this is a case of all dressed up and
nowhere to go as the matching F22
pre-amp (£ 1000) has no balanced
inputs. The FCD follows the usual
audiophile tradition of providing
basic facilities locally ( excluding
audible cueing in this case), with

more extensive functions accessible
through the player's own remote, or
the all-singing system handset.
The Musical Fidelity FT (£900)
is an FM only tuner which as
expected has been equipped to an
audiophile rather than a DXer's
brief, though IF bandwidth switching
is available to improve selectivity and
reduce interference from adjacent
channels, at the expense of increased
slightly
distortion
on
heavily
modulated programme.
Facilities are limited to manual
and automatic station scan ( in
50kHz steps), a switch which can
force a change to mono, and a 20
preset memory, with a 10 key pad
adjacent to the fluorescent display.
In common with the CD player,
output is available from, standard
and XLR balanced sockets.
The Musical Fidelity F22 pre-amp
is afully tube driven six input design,
which features one tape circuit, but
no off-tape monitoring. One of the
inputs can be assigned to an add-in
board, of which two are listed,
though only one can be used at a
time. One is a D/A board for use
with external CD transports or other
digital sources; the other is a
phono/RIAA step-up. For test
purposes the F22 was used through
one of its standard line inputs.
The system remote control
addresses all front panel pre-amplifier
functions, namely volume, muting
and input selection. Output can be
taken balanced (XLR) or unbalanced.
The F15 power amp ( just under

SUPPLIERS
Musical Fidelity,
15-17 Olympic
Trading Estate,
Fulton Road,
Wembley,
Middlesex
HA9 OTF
Tel: 0181-900
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TDL Electronics
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Combining high end
Musical Fidelity
components with TDL
loudspeakers, this
system comes close to
costing £10,000 and
offers afew surprises
by ALVIN GOLD

FIDELITY

£3800 for apair of monoblocks) is
built into ataller version of the case
used to house the pre-ampifier and
source components, and is equally
solidly constructed, with a superb
aluminium front panel extrusion
common to the range. All these
Musical Fidelity components are
built to avery high standards indeed,
the most impressive feature being the
custom tooled heatsink fins, which
are shaped to avoid snagging clothing
(and skin!), and to minimise ringing.
Nice one.
The F15 is ahybrid design with
tube input and predriver stages and a
bipolar (not MOSFET) output stage
rated at 100W in normal unbridged
form, with a strong current yield
making it suitable even for reactive
loads, though it is not intended to
compete with Krell in this area. The
bipolar stage is heavily biased into
Class A. Bridging is achieved with a
custom adapter lead set and arear
panel switch, and for this reason two
Fi 5s were supplied for test.
One neat touch is the tricolour
LED which indicates operating
condition. More impressive still is
the smooth, quiet way the power
amps ( and indeed all the other
components) operate, with no
suggestion of the noises, pops,
transformer
hum
or
other
idiosyncrasies that too often plague
high power amplification.
The only minor problem I
encountered with the system was
that the volume control law has most
of the useful gain area concentrated
before about 9o'clock on the volume
control. This caught me out on the
first test run, where the initial notes
almost blew my eardrums, and
where subsequent adjustment needed
vernier precision.
Now for the TDL Studio Monitor
loudspeakers. Idon't know the exact
genealogy, but TDL long ago took
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over the heritage of IMF, one-time
doyen of large transmission line
loudspeakers [see box], making this
one of the longest running of all high
grade loudspeaker marques, with a
worldwide reputation to match. The
company's avowed aim, to which it
pays more than lip service, is to
combine the classic virtues of accuracy
and neutrality with an almost
unstoppable bass reproduction.
TDL points out that metal cones,
like those used here in the ' M',
require careful handling, the usual
reason being to suppress what can
be fairly vicious resonances at both
ends of the passband. In short, they
'ring' and this has probably meant
some fairly steep crossover slopes.
Certainly the literature speaks of
'complexity', though no other details
are given except that the tweeter high
pass network is a third order
(18dB/octave) network, which would
not normally be regarded as
excessive. The speaker is packaged
in acapacious, but relatively narrow
fronted box which is well finished,
the test pair being finished in an
attractive walnut veneer. A spikable
plinth is fitted, and the speaker is
said to be relatively uncritical of
positioning. And so it proved.
Ispend my professional life playing
bleeding chunks of music abstracted
from longer pieces, sometimes ones
I know and like, sometimes not
(though nobody can make me listen
to Cliff Richard). At some point
during the test, the equipment gets
carted into my office, and I play
complete works or discs all the way
through, mainly for pleasure, but also
(don't tell) to catch the equipment
off guard. The music may not be
especially searching, but it is
important that it doesn't require
100% of my concentration so that I
can carry on writing. Mozart piano
concertos are ideal.
Iproceeded to play just such a
piece through this system, in this
case in advance of the full, formal
listening programme (don't ask...).
What can Itell you? Iput on this
disc (Alicia de Larrocha and the
ECO playing the second movement
of No 23, K488, with that gorgeous
achingly slow solo piano introduction
which gradually pulls the orchestra
in its wake) and my jaw dropped.
The
piano
sounded,
well,
expressionless, one note plinking
after the another. The orchestra
sounded messy and grainy, and I
found myself turning the volume of
even this very quiet passage down.
In fact, it always sounded too
loud, no matter what the music was,
or the volume that had been set.
Intriguingly, the TDL literature notes
that the responsiveness and delicacy
of the metal cone units is such that
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the volume doesn't
need to be set as high as usual.
The list of subjective problems I
discovered extended to include an
aggressive, detached tnidband, alack
of coherent stereo depth or
soundstage presence and a bass
which though not boomy in the
traditional sense, was short on
definition, texture or pitch. It did
occur to me that something had
gone dreadfully wrong with the
electronics in production since Ilast
heard them, but aswitch of speakers
to, first, Martin-Logan SL3s and
then to anew and exotic design from
Definitive Audio (which Ihope to
write about shortly) rapidly disabused
me of any such idea. I double
checked with aMarantz CD player
and Krell amplification, and although
the Krell has greater precision and
clarity, they effectively gave the
Musical Fidelity electronics aclean
bill of health.
Indeed my experience showed that
the amplifier has aset of authentically
musical qualities which make awide
range of music flow in an organic and
believable way, which produce astereo
soundstage that you could almost walk
into. With the right speakers, including
the SL3s, the Musical Fidelity units
really do sound uncluttered and airy.
Unsurprisingly given their prodigious
output, the bridged Fl 5s never
seemed to need to stretch to achieve
adesired effect, whilst the boxiness
and graininess Iheard from the system
as awhole was simply not in their
repertoire.
This does not give the amplifier a
completely clean sheet. The F15
power amp is definitely the star even
in standard stereo mode, and of a
standard that parallels some of the
better known US esoteric competition,
but at typically half the price. In
bridged form they are totally effortless,
yet more muscular, and the whole effect
is of indefinable vet undeniable
excellence. The preamplifier by contrast
doesn't quite have the lightning reflexes
of the F15, and Ifelt that it was atad
opaque compared to, say, the Krell
KRC-2S/KSA50S, which admittedly
costs about the same as the complete

SYSTEM
Musical Fidelity
FCD CD player
£1499
Musical Fidelity
FT FM
Tuner £899
Musical Fidelity
F22 Pre-amp
£999
Two Musical
Fidelity F15
Power Amplifiers
at £1899 each,
£3798
TDL Studio
Monitor 'M'
Loudspeakers
£2449
Tow.! £9644

test system. The CD
player is fully in keeping with the
attributes of the rest of the system.
It has aperceptibly silky quality that
may not satisfy Krell and Wadia
users, but it stacks up quite well
against heavyweight competition
including the Marantz CD- 16, and
it suits the rest of the system aurally
as well as visually.
The tuner is broadly in the same
class, but Iwas not satisfied with its
RF performance. Even in my strong
signal location, I had problems
eliminating low level 'birdies' and a
degree of low level background flicker
noise when the volume level was set
high. Sound quality was good, but it
was not noticeably better than the
Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, my yardstick
through these tests. Nevertheless,
speech quality was very natural, and
during the the review period live
Radio 3 transmissions from the
Proms were ajov.

TRANSMISSION LINE
Based on an analogy with electrical theory, the term
'transmission line iere refers to speakers using r rear
bass loading via atolded pipe ( or line) in contrast
with the open-ended flare of horn
loading, this pipe is damped in a
controlled manner i.ising wadding.
Transmission lines are not acheap
way of delivering bass They require
complex extra internal woodwork and
careful sound damping, but the
benefit ( in principle at least) is awell
damped,
low-distortion
and
essentially non-res3nant bass that
extends, in the case of the Studio
Monitor '
NI', down .oan unqualified
18Hz. The transmission line is driven
by what used to be called a
'rectangular' bass criver, which TDL
calls ' biradial', but which can be
described as oval. The main part of
the audio band is handled by atwoway system consisting of a spun
aluminium anodisec cone midrange
unit and ametal dome tweeter.

ARCAM MEETS B&W
This system blends
Arcam electronics with
B&W speakers for less
than £2000
by

ALVIN

GOLD

T

he system that Arcam suggested Well
for this test includes three recorded
brand new members of the orchestral
Alpha family, and the junior member strings
of the new P series floorstanding especially
column speakers from the house of brought out
B&W. Arcam also supplied some of the best in the
the Audioquest cables which it B&W,
distributes
in
the
UK.
The sounding
Audiotruth speaker cable is a new vibrant and
rope-like and rather intractable biwire alive, with
cable which is made by Audioquest,
more than a
and which may revert to the suggestion
Audioquest name in the future.
of the
One look at the prices [see box]
complexity and
shows that the Alpha 6 CD player texture
has audiophile pretensions that lie of the
beyond those of the matching tuner real live
and perhaps even the amplifier. It is sound
adevelopment of the Alpha 5 Plus
CD player, which can be upgraded
to Alpha 6specifications with anew
output board incorporating aone-bit
PWM DAC and 20-bit NPC digital
filter. The mechanism is the Philips
CDM9, and the design makes
extensive use of separate power
supplies for the various logical circuit
blocks. Special attention has been
directed to jitter performance,
building on a priority which have
become apparent with recent Arcam
digital designs.
Visually and operationally, the
player is virtually identical to the
existing Alpha CD players, though
the use
of standard control
mnemonics would have made
SYSTEM
operation
more
intuitive.
An
electrical digital output is available Arcam Alpha 6
in addition to the analogue outputs. CD Player
‘599.90
Arcam's entry level Alpha 5 Plus
Arcam Alpha 5
tuner is designed first and foremost for Plus AM/FM
full coverage of the broadcast bands, tuner ‘219.90
and covers FM, MW and LW with 16 Arcam Alpha 6
Plus Ampleer
FM and 8AM presets. Facilities are
‘349.90
kept to an absolute minimum, so there B&W P4
is a mono/stereo switch, but no IF Loudspeaker L'600
bandwidth switching, for example. Total [1769. 70
One cosmetic problem concerns the
display, which is much dimmer than
its counterpart on the CD player.
But Arcam is well aware of the
problem — indeed they pointed it
out to me before Ihad achance to
decant the components from their
cardboard coffins — and a fix is
promised for the near future.
The Arcam Alpha 6 Plus amp is
a step up from the better known
entry-level Alpha 5 Plus (not to be
confused with the CD player of the
same name). The changes include a
modestly increased power output

Also supplied
with 2 pairs
Audioquest
Quartz 3. lm
interconnect
cable at
£119.95 pair
and 2 x6m
Audiotruth
Midnight 3
HyperUtz
loudspeaker
cables at
£30/m. £ 50 pair
terminated

from 40 to 50W/ch, a revamped
phono stage with claimed better
sound quality, and which can be
switched to line level, gold plated
socketry and a motorised remote
volume control, which can be used
from the CD player or any other
Arcam
remote
handset.
Improvements over the previous
generation amps ( specifically the
Alpha 6) centre on improved
torroidal transformers with better
screening, better current sources in
the power amp to improve supply
rejection, and that hoary old standby,
higher quality coupling capacitors.
The rest of the story is probably
already familiar to Arcam watchers.
The amp is designed with a
mainstream brief, and is finished to
astandard that matches the multinational competition, and then some.
The control set includes tone
controls with a 'direct' switch to take
them out of circuit, and two pairs of
speaker terminals, one switchable,
the other direct. Headphones can be
connected, and inputs are available
for four or five line inputs
(depending on the setting of the
phono input) and one tape deck,
with source/tape monitoring. The
remote control of volume is a
wonderful invention. (But surely it's
been thought of before!)
The P4 speaker shows ahigh level
of attention to detail. A refined 2way vented design standing 810mm
tall and 200mm narrow, the bass
unit is a 165mm unit whose cone is
made from the distinctive yellow
woven Kevlar fibre composite that
B&W has used on its upmarket
speakers for some years. Treble is
handled by a 26mm fluid
cooled metal dome
unit powered by arare
earth magnet. The
biwirable crossover has
been kept simple: the
bass unit network for
example has first order
6dB/octave slopes.
Internal construction of
the P4 is unusual. Tall,
narrow enclosures are prone to
the buildup of standing waves
attributable to reflections between
parallel surfaces, which may require
excessive damping to control. Others
block off part of the enclosure to be
filled with sand, but although this
helps stabilise the system physically,
it reduces the internal air volume,
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reducing bass extension. B&W has
attacked the problem at source by
incorporating an near-vertical angled
internal shelf which acts as afolded,
tapered duct which leads to the
large, rectangular vent just below the
bass driver, reducing standing wave
problems and maximising bass.
The P4, which is supplied with
carpet piercing spikes, is available in
three real wood flavours: rosenut
(huh?), black ash and cherry - but
only one at atime.
Initial impressions were not
entirely positive. The first disc on
the roundabout was a recording of
Smetana's Má Vlast whose vibrant
colours and textures are almost
guaranteed to thrill. Instead, Iwas
presented with a congested, rather
messy sound, much of whose tonal
richness and variety was subjugated
into a wealth of ill-organised
crotchets and quavers. This of course
followed the usual running in period.
To cut a long story short, the
blame seems to be equipmentrelated, or rather loudspeaker-related.
Switching loudspeakers to the
Mission 752 [ see Mission system
review] made a bigger difference
than I expected. The previously
amorphous sound suddenly acquired
a degree
a precision,
with
instruments properly differentiated
in the depth plane. Until then, depth
had been represented only as akind
of blur. Subtler qualities like
expressiveness of phrasing began to
become apparent, and tonal colours
become fuller and more vibrant.
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The P4's virtues were unevenly
spread. The bass was warm and airy,
without being overcooked or boomy,
and the midband also had some
extremely attractive qualities that
seem to have been fine tuned for
modern orchestral recordings. In
general, the P4 sounded smooth and
sweet with awell recorded material
of medium complexity or less. Well
recorded orchestral strings especially
brought out the best in the B&W,
sounding vibrant and alive, with
more than a suggestion of the
complexity and texture of the real
live sound.
When it was on song, the P4
sounded more varied, colourful and
interesting than the Mission speaker
used in the same system. However,
given very close miked material with
a large treble content, or more
generally with very complex, high
octane material the P4 simply
sounded as described earlier, the
treble attracting particular criticism
for its rather sterile, brashness. The
same tweeter, in a low diffraction
external housing on the 805, sounds
quite different — and better.
It did occur to me that the
amplifier might be part of the
problem,
at
least
in
this
combination, but the available
substitutes only partially vindicated
this view.
The Mission Cyrus III did sound
like abetter amp, and helped bring
the sound under firmer control, but
the thinner balance of the Mission
tended to underline the treble

The Arcam
Apha 6 Plus
amp is a step
un from the
better known
entry-level
Alpha 5 Plus
(mot to be
c)nfused with
tie CD player
of the same
name)

SUPPLIER
A&R
Cambridge Ltd,
Pembroke
Avenue,
Denny Industrial
Centre,
Waterbeach,
Cambridge
CBS 9PB.
TeL (01223)
861 550

shortcomings. Denon's PMA-450
suited it quite well, but still failed
to address the fundamentals in a
convincing
way,
and
this
combination lacked the warmth and
verve of the Arcam coupling. In the
end, I don't believe that system
synergy is a significant issue here.
There may be amplifiers that suit
the uneven qualities of the P4 better
than the Arcam, but the choice of
music, which in an ideal world
would be immaterial, is even more
critical. Generally rock fans will find
the P4 underwhelming, and large
scale orchestral and choral material
sounds uneven at best. With
Mozartian orchestras or small scale
jazz and chamber music, the P4
sounds much more at home, and
occasionally showed flashes of true
class, thanks to the fundamental
excellence in the midband of that
Kevlar bass/midrange unit.
The electronics performed very
well. From memory, the amplifier
has much of the warmth and grace
of its predecessor, but is a little
more punchy and dynamic, and
curiously enough the CD player can
be described in very similar terms.
It seems that Arcam has decided to
address a perceived lack of clarity
and incisiveness across much of the
Alpha range, though neither could
be described as bright. I was
especially impressed by the CD
player, which sounded organic and
subtle, with strong imagery and
powerful dynamics. The tuner is
also extremely likeable, but it
doesn't have the RF pulling power
of some of the best Japanese tuners
at the price, and signal/noise
performance is strictly averageville.
This is one area where the
stereotypes of British tuner design
haven't been completely overturned,
though Arcam does have one ace
up its sleeve called the Delta 280
tuner. The AM facility however was
very welcome.
The Audiotruth cables are clearly
overkill on price grounds, but to my
surprise they complemented the
system surprisingly well. Using
QED Qudos as a cheap but
adequate baseline, the Audiotruth
cables reduced a tendency to
stridency and granularity. The bass
sounded opulent but somewhat
hollow and resonant ( the
only negative side
effect,
and
not
repeated in other
systems), but the
mid
and
treble
sounded
sweeter
and more threedimensional.
Imagery was also
improved, though this was never a
particular strength of the system. +

II

W

hat image is conjured up
in your mind when you
hear the words Richer
Sounds? If you are aspecialist dealer,
the chances are that the image will
have lots of red in it: many regard
Richer as undermining the specialist
hi-fi business by selling decent
equipment at knockdown prices. As
amember of the public, your image
may well be coloured yellow: Richer
Sounds has kept the Dayglo factories
churning out the bright yellow cards
that make its stores recognisable at
athousand paces.
But now, the tiny stores, full of
end of line or special purchase lines
at silly prices, are being augmented
or replaced by more spacious outlets.
Dem rooms are being introduced
and some very sexy brand names
have been taken on. As part of this
upgrading exercise, Richer Sounds
has set out to design arange of its
own high fidelity components aimed
squarely at the first and second time
buyer, under such brand names as
Cambridge Audio and Gale. These
are not the original incarnations of
these two famous names, but neither
are they simply badges stuck on
anonymous OEM equipment from
some Far Eastern factory, situated
who knows where. Instead Richer
Sounds is doing the almost
unthinkable by investing in the future
of component high fidelity.
Cambridge Audio has been
through more iterations than most
of us have had hot dinners — and
under its latest ownership only the
typeface remains. Nevertheless, this
is not just another routine CD
player. Designed by Pink Triangle,
which has established a strong
reputation at the top of the market,
the CD4 uses a linear tracking
mechanism previously used by DPA
and by Pink Triangle itself, and a
Philips TDA1305 hybrid filter and
DAC which combines Bitstream with
Continuous Calibration techniques,
claimed to optimise performance at
low and high levels alike.
The design lays particular stress
on the low jitter circuit topology and
on the use of independent regulated
power supplies for the servo, DAC
and clock circuits. The display,
which includes a bar-graph type
readout as well as the usual
numerical readout is abacklit LCD
type, to help reduce RFI. A full
infra-red remote control is included.
Digital output is via BNC socket,
with no optical option.
A worthy flagship for the
Cambridge Audio digital range, the
DACMAGIC 1 is a stand-alone
general purpose D/A converter, again
the work of Pink Triangle's John

boasts three inputs, each capable of
locking on to 30-501diz signals, with
a matching digital tape output.
Digital signals are handled through
BNC sockets. Digital processing uses
a dual differential version of the
CD4's Philips bred DAC. Other
highlights include no less than 19
independent
regulated
power
supplies
from
three
separate
transformers (not
windings).
Analogue audio is output unbalanced
from phono sockets, or in fully
balanced form from XLRs though
the latter are not usable in this
system.
The designer even claims to have
identified and tackled anew source
of clock jitter called LIM — Logic
Introduced Modulation. The PCB

SUPPLIER
Richer Soundsl
The Audio
Partnership,
Richer House,
Hankey Place,
London
SE1 4BB
Tel: 0171
357 9090

Richer Sounds pits its
'own brand' Cambridge
and Gale separates against
the mass- market majors
by ALVIN GOLD

is fibreglass rather than compressed
paper (afeature of all the Cambridge
components), and the circuit uses
polypropylene capacitors and metal
film resistors in critical areas. Clearly
these things add up to amore than
aroutine level of attention to detail.
This is not afull review, and Ihave
yet to find out just how far this DAC
can be stretched, but it is already
obvious that it is on a different
performance plane to the rest of the
system. As it retails at just £ 149.95,
the DACMAGIC 1is indeed magic.
More than alittle cheekily named
(as the classic Musical Fidelity Al
has only recently been discontinued)
the Cambridge Audio Al was
designed by Mike Creek of Creek
Audio. The pre-amplifier stage has
four line inputs and a tape circuit
with source/tape switching, but there
is provision for aphono pre-amplifier
in the form of an optional add-in
Creek designed card. The amp has
tone controls, but there is also atrue
bypass switch. One pair of speakers
can be connected using the new CE
safety approved blocked off 4mm
speaker terminals, and headphones
can also be connected. The amplifier
has a 120VA power supply and
delivers 30W/ch from its MOSFET

KNOCKING OUT

Westlake, and included here as a
system upgrade option. The unit

12
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output stage. Component quality
appears to be good for the price,
with remote control switching to
avoid excessive cable runs.
A simple, two-way bookshelf or
stand mount design built for Richer
Sounds by JPW, the Gale Model 2
is fitted with acoated pulp cone bass
and a miniature dome tweeter in a
compact, rear vented reflex box. The
Model 2 can be biwired, and the
standard of finish is in line with other
comparably
priced
speakers.
Electrically, the Gale appears to be
a non-reactive and reasonably
sensitive load, but it needs agreat
deal of running in to mask adegree
of coarseness in the upper midrange
and treble, and it is essential in my
view to use it on solid stands, with
some Blu-tak under the speakers,
rather than using them on shelves
surrounded by books or other
paraphernalia, which will cause them
to sound overhung and shut in.
It is not hard to criticise this
system. On a superficial level, the
LED telltales are far too bright, and
the CD player display is of poor
quality and visually out of keeping
with the rest of the system. At a
more fundamental level, this system
is open to criticism on the grounds

As a member
of the public,
your image
may well be
coloured
yellow: Richer
Sounds has
kept the
Dayglo
factories
churning out
the bright
yellow cards
that make its
stores
recognisable
at a thousand
paces

that it is more efficient than it is
likeable. The system extracts alot of
information off disc, but presents it
with a hard-nosed, unexpansive
quality which in a different price
stratum has been known to send
normally sane people in the direction
of tube powered equipment.
The bottom line however is that
this system costs less than £520, on
apar with several extremely average
mini systems of my acquaintance.
Even with atuner and cassette deck
the system would come home well
within packaged audio territory, and
in any such comparison the Richer
Sounds system has almost all the
aces, being easier to use (probably),
much better sounding ( certainly),
more flexible (ultimately) and more
future proof (you bet!).
One particular point of interest
was the DACMAGIC 1 D/A
converter, and its effect on system
performance. This is without doubt
a classy piece of kit, fully justifying
its very moderate cost. Switching
between the CD l's direct output and
the outboard converter caused the
sound to open out and acquire
stronger internal dynamics and tonal
contrasts. Vocal quality was more
articulate
and
understandable,

instrumental quality had a more
finely grained texture and agreater
sonority, with a greater feeling of
space and air between and around
the listeners. The lowest octave also
sounded more distinguished and
reproduced with greater weight.
Stereo imagery also benefited.
But... for all its readily appreciable
benefits, it is a moot point whether
the system benefits as much from the
DACMAGIC 1as it would from a
similar expenditure elsewhere. Using
a DACMAGIC 1 to upgrade an
existing middle ranking CD player
would obviously be an extremely
good move, and from what Ihave
heard so far using equipment from
Arcam and Roksan, it could easily
earn its keep as abudget price (but
far from budget quality) stand-alone
DAC. In the context of this system
however, I would like to see the
£150 used where it is needed most.
These things apart, the system
worked well. The amplifier is not
especially powerful, but it is clean
and punchy, with afull, surprisingly
tactile midband, a light, agile bass
and aclean treble with an occasional
touch of distortion on sibilants. The
only caveat is that it is essential to
use the ' direct' switch to bypass the
tone control stages, which mess up
the sound quite severely.
The Gale 2 speaker could have
been the amplifier's alter ego. It has
the same forward midband and the
same tight, punchy presentation. The
tweeter however is not entirely
uncoloured,
and
occasionally
reproduced cymbal crashes with a
strangely ' off' buzzing sound
unrecognisable as the original
instrument. The same problem
which would be an unsuppressed
tweeter resonance, was undoubtedly
at the root of the occasional vocal
sibilance, but the system as awhole
sounds crisp and well defined, with
astrong sense of pace and precision.
If it has been just a tad smoother
and sweeter, it would have been real
magic. Not just DACMAGIC. Oh
never mind...

SYSTEM
Cambridge Audio CD4 CD Player
£119.95
Cambridge Audio DACMAGIC 1
DIA Converter
,C149.95
Cambridge Audio Al Amplifier
£99.95
Gale Model 2Loudspeakers
,C149.95
Total
£519.80
Also supplied with 2 pairs
Cambridge Audio Arctic
interconnects at £ 19.95 pair,
one pair phono/BNC adapters
at £ 5.98 pair.
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Meridian's remote- control
500 Series electronics

PRIME

look superb and promise
performance to match
by PETER .1 COMEAU

M ERIDIAN

eridian
equipment
combines some of the best
of British styling and
sound quality, and the 500 system
is one of the most elegant stacks of
electronics you could ever put in a
living room. Although the emphasis
is on a deep black finish, the
combination of smoothly contoured
mouldings, full width perspex
displays and thick glass top plates
provides different textures to add
visual interest. The black is relieved
by coloured vertical bar-like switches
on the front panels.
Appearance is not the only reason
for buying this complete system. All
the electronic modules are linked via
adigital control bus, and armchair
control is achieved using an equally
elegant table top remote handset.
This MSR system remote is too big
to for your family to lose, but can
be handheld or operated from a
table, and utilises colour coded
buttons arranged in groups to
provide key functions for all the
units. A single ' Off' button switches
all the units to standby, while
selecting a source switches on the
amplifier and the relevant source
unit.
This is the most usual way of
using the system, as all the sources
have labelled selection buttons on
the remote, while you need to cycle
through them with repeated pushes
of the front panel button on the
amplifier itself. Similarly you can
only program selected tracks from
the
remote
handset,
though
thankfully the main transport buttons
are clearly labelled on the 506 CD
player (£ 875). Unusually the
custom-made, heavyweight casting
that forms the disc drawer and holds
the player mechanism does not close
by pushing on its front. Instead it is
closed and opened by the button
next to it — achange from the usual
routine but one that you quickly
become used to.
Unless you want to play the whole
disc, just select a track number on
the handset and the CD player
jumps to it. Annoyingly this doesn't
work while the disc is playing; you
need to press Stop followed by a
track, or press the number followed
by Play. Index points are shown and
selected by entering a `.' after the
track number followed by the index
number, which is afar more sensible
approach.
Choose Tuner and the number
keys on the handset select one of up
to 30 programmed stations on the
504 FM tuner (£ 625). The front
panel display shows the name of the
station, but you have to enter these
titles yourself, there is no RDS
function. Some may find the lack of
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MW and LW an annoyance, but the
FM clarity remains unsullied by the
extra tuner elements needed for these
wavebands, and you can always turn
to aportable for sports coverage.
You can select titles for each
source on the amplifier too, though
the pre-programmed labels should
suffice, and adjust the sensitivity of
each input to match listening levels
so you are not shocked by adramatic
change in volume when switching
from CD player to tuner. Overall the
system is as much a delight to use
as it is to look at, and should suit all
the family in both respects.
The 551 is a55 watts per channel
amplifier (retailing at £695) with a
high current output, capable of
driving complex speaker loads, and
can be fitted with an m-m or m-c
phono stage for LP use. Meridian's
506 CD player has been recently
upgraded to a Philips three-beam
laser mechanism and has a 'de-jitter'
analogue processing system for digital
data transfer from disc to the DeltaSigma DAC. The 504 FM tuner
offers high sensitivity from dual-gate
MOSFET RF amplifiers, with a
Walsh function stereo decoder for
low distortion and wide bandwidth.
This is the first outing for the
A500 speakers (£695 in black ash,
£50 more in rosewood) so these
warrant a detailed description [see
box].

tendency to treble over-brightness
with jazz and rock arrangements
EQUIPMENT
was abated by the use of Van den
moving closer to the listener as defined
551 integrated
Hul The Second interconnects for
by the studio microphone techniques.
amplifier £1595
506 CD player
the CD player.
There were colorations to the
,C875
Having balanced the tonal qualities
sound which could spoil the effect
504 FM tuner
of the system it was now time for ‘625
of awindow into the performance.
some serious, extended listening.
A500 speakers
Notable here was ahard and shrill
Best results came from the 504 FM ‘695
quality to clarinet and trumpet when
tuner with, luckily, the Proms season
listening at higher volumes, and
in full swing during the test period.
effect that almost disappeared as
Live relays were much appreciated,
listening levels were lowered. Cymbal
and the sense of grandeur and
work and sibilance became blurred,
resonance of the Albert Hall were
again when the speakers were driven
transferred in excellent manner, the
hard, but retained smoothness and
orchestra and choral arrangement
clarity at lower levels.
Both
lying well behind the speakers, with
departures
from
transparency
soloists taking a more prominent
reduced the emotional response to
position. Good CDs were not far
the music, which was unable to soar
behind in quality, and the system
freely in a manner necessary to
was quite ready to show the features
provoke tingles down the spine.
of both recording and performance.
On amore positive note, it was easy
Speaker placement gave few
to hear how performers related to one
problems. The speakers could be
another, and this heightened musical
moved close to a rear wall but
enjoyment from awide range of discs.
altered little in bass quality with
Being even handed in the portrayal of
regard to distance, and so remained
all types of music and performance is
uncritical of exact position. Good
aquality few hi-fi systems manage to
off-axis dispersion allowed the A500s
achieve, but the Meridian was not
to be installed facing straight out into
upset by any of the discs in my
the room, but the heightened treble
collection or by any of the radio
output did require amodicum of soft
stations on the FM waveband.
furnishings and fitted carpets to be
placed close to the speakers. The
CONCLUSION
instructions recommend putting the
In this way the system drew little
speakers in front of curtains or
attention to itself which is, of course,
closely packed bookcases to act as
how it should be. The sound was not
absorbents. Generally I prefer a
dramatically overbearing nor insipidly
relatively live wall behind speakers
recessed, but displayed warmth when
to avoid the sound closing in, but
SOUND QUALITY
required and afine, spacious sense
Meridian components tend to have to admit the absorbent
of musical detail. It would certainly
concentrate on high detail retrieval recommendation did seem to suit the
be possible to achieve amore forward
accompanied, in my opinion, by a Meridian speakers.
and lively sound by substituting other
SUPPLIER
bright, though not accentuated,
Soundstaging
was
somewhat
speakers, or a deep and velvety
Meridian
midrange and treble. This was
diminished in size by this treatment,
Audio Ltd,
warmth from other choices of
14 Clifton Road,
indeed the prominent characteristic but did remain deep and precise with
electronics, but then one would lose
Huntingdon,
of the 500 system when first images concentrated between the
the system integrity of operation and
Cambridgeshire
switched on.
speakers, and soloists maintained a PE18 7E1.
visual appeal. All in all this is awell
Initial results were not promising, stable location. Choral and orchestral
Tel: (01480)
matched system that should provide
434 334
but then paper coned drive units works were especially effective here,
many years of enjoyment.
often take longer to run in than
SPEAKERS' CORNER
plastic coned equivalents. So a CD
was left on repeat for twenty hours
With two 150mm doped paper cones built on
the same large air volume,
(if you cannot stand the noise then
to profiled, strong steel baskets and a
running in tandem for low
face one speaker against another with
25mm fabric dome treble unit. the A500
frequency drive, with the
one out of phase) before serious
drive unit line up looks impressive. The units
upper unit taking over in
listening began. Sure enough, alot
are recessed into a 30mm thick MDF front
the midrange. All units are
of the shrillness and brightness of the
baffle so that the stretch around grille
driven from a well specified
sound had now calmed down, but
material can fit flush to the front surface.
crossover mounted on a
there was still an over emphasis of
Though the grille has no diffraction effects, a
large PCB behind the lower
the upper midrange and treble region
mild recessed edge round the high frequency
bass unit. This utilises iron
which lent athinness to the sound.
unit might cause some early reflections,
cored coils and Supersound
Time to experiment with cables,
though this is ameliorated by a horn shaped
capacitors for the treble
which had more of an effect on this
moulding projecting around the dome.
unit in a fourth order
system than I expected. Initial
Built from 30mm and 18mm MDF
configuration. Bass and
interconnects were Chord solid, and
veneered with black ash, the Meridian
bass/midrange units are
speaker cables Chord Blue Heaven,
enclosure is well controlled using horizontal
fed from second order
both of which suit my AVI
braces and bituminous damping pads glued
networks built from high
electronics to a ' T'. Reconnection,
to the cabinet walls. The braces break the
power iron cored coils and
after several trials, with Audioquest
columnar enclosure into a series of
low loss reversible
Argent speaker cables transformed
acoustically connected compartments,
electrolytics. The rear
the sound, lending more weight to
lightly filled with polyester fibre for acoustic
terminal plate allows
the upper bass and reducing the
absorption. Both bass units thus work into
bi-wiring.
upper midrange forces. The slight
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The DAD7
is a cute little
top loading
number with
a darkened
Perspex
hinged lid
on the top
which lifts to
reveal the
disc loading
platform

SUPPLIER
Mission
Electronics,
Stonehill,
Huntingdon,
Cambridge
PE18 6ED
Tel: (01480)
451 777

F

ew companies make hi-fi which
reflects so faithfully the tastes
and aspirations of those who
design them as Mission Electronics.
Handling the Cyrus II amp or what
it calls its dAD7 CD player ( or
should that be cd PLAYER?), my
mental image was of a designer
whose
interests
started
with
mechanical engineering, the kind of
engineer for whom early Leicas
where the epitome of desirability.
The DAD7 is a cute little top
loading number with a darkened
Perspex hinged lid on the top which
lifts to reveal the disc loading
platform. Pop the disc in place, place
the puck on top, close the lid, press
play and you're away. Progress
through the disc can be monitored
on an attractive back-lit LCD
display, which can also be switched
off. The remote control (supplied
with the amplifier) adds random
track access and absolute phase
selection, if necessary on atrack by
track
basis
when
using
the
programme play facility.
Under the skin, Mission has
chosen aPhilips CDM9 mechanism
and a pair of 18-bit Analogue
Devices 1861 D/A chips with 8-times
oversampling and a 20-bit digital
filter. Jitter reduction is said to have
been an active design priority, along
with sophisticated power supply
design, and star earthing. The
DAD7 can be upgraded with the
addition of aPSX-R outboard power
supply, the same one used optionally
with the Cyrus II amplifier, though
none was included with the test
system.
In common with the DAD7, the
Cyrus III is designed around a
central bus which provides the amp
with a certain amount of native

'intelligence'. Although there is
nothing here that would frighten any
mini-system maker, a suitably
connected Cyrus system can be
powered down from the amplifier,
and individual components can be
woken up by the appropriate source
selector. Other software manages the
volume settings, restoring the level
set before the unit was last switched
off, or asafe medium setting if it was
used at ahigh level, and assigning
the balance setting to the volume
knob
when
required.
Other
functions, such as the power on selftest and diagnostics, take place
invisibly to the user. Despite all this
electronic cleverness, the range of

headline features on offer is
limited to source selection (m-m
phono input, four line inputs and
tape), volume, mute and balance.
The tape circuit has a monitor
facility. And that's about it, except
that all functions can also be
accessed through the supplied remote
control, which also operates the CD
player. There is no headphone
socket.
Features of the amplifier include
what is claimed to be a totally
symmetrical layout from input to
speaker outputs to stabilise imagery,
a ' zero mechanical noise' 180VA
transformer, slit foil reservoir
capacitors and afast acting electronic

YOUR
MISSION FOR
TONI GHT
Hook up Mission's Cyrus
CD player and amp with the
752 speakers, and take off!

by
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output
protection
circuit. Power output
is 50W/ch without the PSX-R (this
is how it was tested), and only
slightly more with, the extra
regulated supply being designed
more for qualitative than quantitative
purposes. In the context of the 752's
unusually high sensitivity (see below)
this power level should be adequate
for high sustained volume settings in
even quite large rooms.
Operation of the amplifier volume
control can be awkward, as quite
rapid changes cause the control to
miss the intervening 1dB steps,
resulting in an effect similar to
backlash as the volume has to be set
and reset to achieve the desired level.
The 752 loudspeaker, which
remains the least familiar of the 75
series, could be described as along
overdue lower cost companion for
the 753 isee box].
The drive unit include aferrofluid
cooled
25mm
five
layer
polypropylene/aluminium laminated
dome, and a 170mm Aerogel
diaphragm bass/midrange driver in
adiecast chassis, the bass alignment
being determined by aline of three
ports just below the bass driver. The
-6dB point is given as 37Hz, and
sensitivity is 90dB/w, which is about
2dB better than average for aspeaker
this size and with comparable bass
extension. The bass diaphragm is
made from acellulose material with
an unusually high stiffness to mass
ratio, which would help explain the
high sensitivity.
In common with most speakers of
similar price and pretension, the
crossover can be biwired. The bass
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is tapped for spikes, which are
supplied.
The first metaphor that springs to
mind on playing with this system is
of the finely tuned racing car. This
is an all or nothing system, one
which can sound aggressive and
unbalanced
if it
is
set
up
inadequately, but which repays
attention to detail several urnes over.
Aside from the usual running in
requirement — the electronics seems
to benefit from extended use almost
as much as the loudspeakers — there
is the question of where everything
goes. The speakers are designed to
be used within 30cm of the back
wall, but differences of the order of
an inch make an appreciable
difference. The CD player and
amplifier similarly have an affinity
for good quality supports, which
could be Mission's own Isoplat
platforms. Speaker cables should also
be chosen with care, and for this
system especially, the qualities of
solid core cables, preferably biwired,
are helpful in helping to resolve
down through the layers of detail and
reducing a tendency to hardness.
Even when the system is well set
up and fully run in, its presentation
of music will not be to eveyone's
taste, but it can and frequently does
make very exciting listening. It is
easy to detect the hand of Mission's
el-supremo, Farad Azima is the
voicing of this system. From personal
experience I know that he likes
music to be reproduced with
crystalline purity and with fine
resolution, and that he has little or
no sympathy for the Phil Spector
wall of sound style of amorphous
stereo imagery. This was his
approach in the days of the 770, the
product that set the company apart
in the late 1970s, and remains so.
As tested, this system is capable
of playing genuinely, almost painfully
loud, but that is not what it was
intended for. Some published reviews
have suggested that the individual
components are less at home with

This system
is capable
of playing
genuinely,
almost
painfully loud

EQUIPMEN
Cyrus DAD7
CD Player
000,
Cyrus III
Integrated
Amplifier
‘500,
Mission 753
loudspeakers ‘500.
Total L-1900

classical music than with rock, in
part because they emphasise rhythm
and timing over the classical virtues
of tonality. When heard as a
complete system however, this is not
how it comes across. It is precisely
the lean, rather cool tonality that
makes it less at home with the
excellent acoustic and electric blues
of Keb' Mo' (awarm-up disc for this
test), but which to me bought a
touch of cool magic to much of the
classical repertoire.
This system's spiritual centre
seems to be the late French
romantics like Ravel and Debussy,
if any hi-fi system can ever be said
to have such a quality, but for my
ears its lacked the scale and warmth
to make Elgar's Enigma Variations
hit the spot. If it comes to achoice
between Debussy and Elgar, Ihave
no doubt which is dispensable; no
hi-fi system should force one to
make such achoice, but in practice
some compromise is almost always
necessary.
Here then is a refined, high
resolution system that for some will
warm the cockles of their brains,
leaving their hearts untouched. I
confess however that its presentation,
though uneven, was much to my
taste. I particularly liked its
refinement, precision and nearholographic imaging. Put it this way.
If you just want asystem that makes
music — all music — sound good, look
elsewhere.
If on the other
hand
you're
interested in one
that tells the
story as it is,
highlighting the
genius of fine
music when it
happens,
but
not cosseting
the less inspired
moments, this
system is an
excellent place
to start.

753 y 752
The Mission 753, you'll recall, is the speaker that reintroduced the idea
of tall, narrow column speakers when they were out of fashion, columns
being the most user friendly way of achieving good bass whilst minimising
the use of valuable floor space. The 753 was by no means inexpensive
in terms of build or materials, and for the 752, the materials content has
been reduced by replacing the multi-driver bass/midrange configuration
with a single driver. The system stands 875mm high and 200mm wide,
and is finished in black ash or rosewood real wood veneers.
In other respects however, the derivation from the 753 is clear. The
enclosure uses the same transverse folded technique which ensures that
the baffle is part of the V-grooved- and-folded section instead of being an
add-in panel, giving the baffle the mechanical equivalent of agood electrical
earth. The baffle is tilted gently back, providing adegree of time alignment.
whilst the internal asymmetry helping to disperse standing waves. The
internal surfaces are damped and braced and the remaining space filled
with polyester wadding.
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Musical Fidelity has introduced
a budget version of its Elekra
system, which weighs in at
just under £900
by KEN KESSLER

p

rice-point psychology baffles
me, as I've never seen the
significance of a penny
difference. Are that many shoppers
really swayed by the savings offered
by 99p versus £ 1.00? Suffice to say,
Musical Fidelity was careful to price
each of the three entry-level
components in the E- Series at
£299.95 (not even £299.99),
resulting in an oddball £899.85 for
the lot. Which makes for a nice
sounding number if the salesman is
generous enough to swallow the 85p.
And ` Eight-ninety-nine to you, sir!'
probably will impress more shoppers
than a seemingly exorbitant 'Ninehundred pounds even'. What's so
miraculous about the E10/E50/E60
combo is that it's under agrand, let
alone sub-£900.
Three audiophilic, specialist, UKmade components — CD player,
tuner and integrated amp — for a
package price of £899 isn't exactly
aunheard of, but there are precious
few all- British one- make rivals to
challenge the Musical Fidelity

18

system. Allow another £ 300 for
worthy speakers, £ 100 for wire and
stands and the attraction is
irresistible; after all, there are
potential asylum inmates who'd
spend that sum just on one metre of
interconnect.
Perceived value is more important
at this price point, too, and here the
system scores most highly: three
elegant products in identical cases,
beautifully finished, solidly built and
looking three times as expensive as
they should. The now familiar EIO
integrated amplifier is the heart of
the system, Musical Fidelity's
'starter' amp delivering a useful
40W/ch at 8ohms. Facilities include
aproper m-m phono stage, a tape
loop, four line inputs (including tape
2) and just the basic array of
SYSTEM
switchery: on/off, volume source
select and tape monitor. But there's El° integrated
amplifier
never asense of cost-cutting.
£295.95
Take the two rotaries, for example. E60 CD player
Beautifully weighted and obviously £295.95
designed for the amp — too many E50 FM-only
British manufacturers at this point tuner £295.95

source vile plastic
knobs from general parts
catalogues. Inside, there's a hefty
toroidal power supply,
a neat
motherboard with all of the gold
sockets connected directly to it
minus point-to-point wiring, star
earthing, and fully-symmetrical class
AB output stage using two pairs of
output devices per channel. Low
levels of negative feedback have been
employed.
Matching this are the new E60
CD player and E51) FM-only tuner.
The latter is the sleeper in the
system, because classy tuners are in
short supply; it's relative, Isuppose,
to the decline in radio listening as
broadcasting gets dumber and
dumber. But, for those stalwarts who
still like their music free, if mundane
and devoid of choice, the E50 is a
killer. It uses the same aluminium
panel and 440x95x340mm (whd)
cabinet as the E10, features PLL
stereo decoding and offers 20
presets. The clean front panel
contains an LCD display providing
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device, but no-one can grumble at
the price or with the facilities. All it
lacks is remote control operability to
slaughter its dearer sibling.
But the piece which is really going
to sell like hotcakes has to be the

station information
and pre-set memory track
selection. Other conditions, such as
auto tuning, tuning lock and stereo
reception, light LEDs below the
display — another nice touch which
leaves the LCD information more
legible. Uniform with these are the
tuning
up/down
buttons,
manual/auto select and mono/stereo.
To the right is a numerical keypad
for station entry, plus memory store
and memory scan buttons.
Fed asignal from a decent rooftop aerial, the E50 did everything a
tuner should, with one bonus for
those of us who only use radio for
news and chat shows: this thing is
terrific with voices. Just the right
amount of ' chest', minimal sibilance
— even A/B-ing it with my treasured
Sequerra didn't embarrass the E50.
No, it won't replace that legendary
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SUPPLIER
Musical Fidelity,
15-16 Qlympic
nading Estate,
Fulton Road,
Wembley
11.49 OiF
0181-900
2866

with a wide range of different
speakers, rather than blindingly
brilliant with a narrow selection of
them. Additionally, Al needed tender
loving care and tweaking; EIO is like
an appliance, plug'n'go.
E60 CD player, aBitstream machine
But the source components are
with x8 oversampling, three-beam delicious. Sweet and easy to live with
laser pick-up, full remote control and, over long periods of time, both
again, exceptional styling. The fascia capable
of realistic
midband
this time features aclose-fitting tray, reproduction, solid, extended bass
info-laden display, anumeric keypad
and fine sound-staging. I'm loath to
for direct track entry and the usual say that they're too good for the
stop/play/pause/skip/search facilities.
E10, but Isuspect that the EIO will
The remote adds the programming soon be replaced by an E100
facilities plus auto-spacing and integrated amp, with the CD player
random access. Outputs include and tuner the last items to go in the
analogue RCAs and a choice of upgrading process. And Iwouldn't
TOSlink or coaxial digital. In other be surprised if a number of E100
words, this is not afrill-free zone.
owners, short of cash, completed their
Think about the confusion: We systems with ESC/ and E60 rather
want
less ' accessories'
with than the dearer E500 and E600.
amplifiers, more with CD players.
They all, of course, work together
This schizo approach to minimalism electrically and aesthetically, so the
is driving me nuts. But MF has customer can spend the most where
covered all the bases, appealing to his or her priorities deem it suitable,
cranks who shudder at the thought of while saving in other areas. (Does any
a balance control dirtying up their sane individual spend more than
sound, while not neglecting even the £299 on atuner these days?) So this
most bizarre of CD-playing aberrations.
little trio of MF products isn't acul
And the tuner? It's just right, bar the
de sac; the company built in vast
aformentioned
lack
of remote upgrading potential.
operation. Which, Iam reminded, is
So let's accept the smallest E
available for both the tuner and components for what they are: real
amplifier in the next level up.
hi-fi without the tears. They sound
But this is not areview designed fine, look great and have amodicum
to get you to spend more. E10/50/60 of street cred. While they're unlikely
is a package to admire, and I to sound the death knell of the high
auditioned it as asystem with only end, neither do they suck like most
minimal mixing and matching with
mass market trash with not dissimilar
other makes to test the waters. That price tags. Having lived with them
was not, after all, the point of this
for afew months, Ican say that the
supplement.
Selecting suitable
long-term prognosis is good. They
speakers proved an interesting may not be what every fire-breathing
process [see box].
audiophile wants, but they certainly
Speaker choice aside — only you fit the bill for audiophiles' noncan make that final decision, right? lunatic friends who want to know,
— the least expensive E-system is a 'Here, what should I buy for a
pain-free way of getting good sound.
grand?' And I can't imagine any
Not great, but good. For example:
audiophile living to regret giving this
the E60, while terrific, is no Mara= advice to his or her buddies.
CD-63SE; then again, the Marantz
is £ 50 dearer - probably a decisive
APOGEE OF SOUND
amount at this price level. But add
Isettled on using the E-system with
up the E-numbers: it's reasonably
the astounding new ' budget Apogee
priced, completely compatible with
speakers, the Ribbon Monitor mini its family members, simple to use,
hybrid, which will sell here for
convenient, drop-dead gorgeous and
around the 11000- per- pair mark. I
sonically inoffensive. Now Iknov,
know. Iknow: you guys want me to
that that can be read many ways.
try this in like-with- like mode, but
Some wags would say that's a
most sub-1300 speakers suck. I'm
euphemism
for ` boring'
or
not 100% sure about the continued
`lacklustre'. Well, buy a dictionary,
availability of the Tandy Linaeums.
then, OK? ' Inoffensive' means just
I've not got a pair of the small
that: unlikely to offend. And at this
Celestion Impacts at the moment,
price point, we're talking a minor
the LS3/5As weren't an ideal match
miracle when asystem doesn't offend.
and - hey, why am Iapologising for
Trouble is, older heads will remember
using the most amazing little
when £299 bought an A-1, one of
speaker you're like to hear for the
the all-time great budget amps, acostrest of the century? ( Stay tuned for
saver fit for the fastidious. E10, on
my salivating appreciation of
the other hand, is more NADlike,
Apogee's neatest design ever.)
designed to sound better-than-average

his will probably earn me
enemies in both camps, but
there are times when Ithink
of Roksan as a kind of new age
Naim Audio. This has nothing to do
with sound quality per se, the two
ranges are miles apart sonically and
philosophically, and Naim of course
is amuch older established company,
with a larger dealer network. But
there are similariities [see box].
The physical design of Roksan's
CD player is based on its flagship
analogue record player, the TMS
(named after Roksan's leader, Touraj
Moghaddam). The electronics are
also highly individual in execution,
though it was in such traditional
concerns as power supply design that
the design is at its most convincing.
The one shortcoming of at least
some of the Roksan components, and
this I am sure has held back
acceptance of some of the products,
is that its production engineering has
often been decidedly primitive. They
have always been well built and
immaculately
presented,
but
practicality has often taken a back
seat. Witness the implausible if
technically correct twin linked volume
controls on the original pre-amplifier,
and the expensively-tooled bare metal
cases, which meant that pricing
wasn't always as competitive as it
might have been, and fingerprints
were also impossible to erase. Over
the years, however, the lessons seem

Recent
changes
include a new,
more stable
master clock
circuit, an
improved
power supply,
and a new
mains input
filter which
both protects
internal
circuits from
external noise
sources, and
helps reduce
noise imprint
on the external
mains line

to have been learned. Wherever
possible, Roksan has continued to
develop existing models in preference
replacing them wholesale, and in most
cases it has been possible to update
old models to current specs. The basic
structural design of the early amps has
been retained, but is now dressed in
aless interesting but also much less
costly black paint, and generally there
seems to be less interest in dramatic
presentation, though none of the
products included here looks exactly
bland.
Finally, most of Roksan's hi-fi
components can be upgraded when
time allows. The stereo power
amplifier for example can be switched
to twin monoblocks, though at £2250
each you're going to need a fairly
convincing reason to change. Just such
areason could be provided by an addon for the Ojan 3X speakers, namely
the Ojan 3S subwoofers, which will
be available late this year in the form
of apair of dedicated bass enclosures
on which the Ojan 3X speakers stand.
Price of the Ojan 3S is £795 apair
in black or £995 in rosewood. Finally,
it is possible to specify simplified power
supply configurations that will reduce
the cost. From experience though there
is an aural price to pay, and the system
as tested here is a configuration
recommended by Roksan.
Recently reduced in price, the
formidable Attessa ATT-DP2 MkII
(phew!) CD transport is solidly
constructed with an attractive grey
powdercoated steel exo-skeleton
which looks and feels rather like

Nextel.
The
CD
platform is accessed
from a motorised top
lid, which is smooth
and quiet ( there were
problems with the lid
on
very
early
samples, but they
have
been
long
solved), and discs are
secured
with
a
magnetic puck. Basic
controls are available
in the form of large
raised
membrane
switches which have a
positive feel, and is supported by a
simple but attractive display. It's all
very discreetly done, but if you want
a fuller set of features, they're still
there, ready to be accessed by
remote control. The only signal
socket on the back is a single
S/PDIF electrical output on aBNC
socket, but the output board can be
changed if, for example, an AT&T
output is required.
Recent changes include a new,
more stable master clock circuit, an
improved power supply, and anew
mains input filter which both protects
internal circuits from external noise
sources, and helps reduce noise
imprint on the external mains line.
There have also been changes to
internal cabling. Finally, work has
been done to improve the tracking
and focusing of the laser optics. Older
transports can be upgraded.
The Attessa DA2 digital converter
and the Attessa DS5 power supply

nitSAN
Roll

Roksan's policy of
upgrading its well- tried
designs continues
to bear fruit
by
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are housed in two separate matching
boxes which when placed side by
side occupy the same width as the
transport. The power supply is a
high-grade and extremely heavy
(7kg) design with two outputs. The
second could be used for aturntable,
aphono pre-amplifier or the line preamplifier, though in an ideal world,
each DS5 will be used to power a
single component. Naim owners
know all about such things.
The DA2 is an extremely simple
D/A converter, with four S/PDIF
sockets using BNC sockets. Each
input can accept signals clocked
between 32-48kHz, and so can be
used for any linear digital source.
There is no tape output, however,
the one omission on a quality
component. One of the inputs can
be changed to AT&T for those with
very deep pockets. Input selection is
via a front panel toggle, with a
second switching absolute phase in
the digital domain. Indicator lights
show what's going on, and if the
output is muted. The digital
hardware is built around a Crystal
CS4328 Delta/Sigma processor.
The original Roksan pre-amplifiers
were based around circuit blocks that
were essentially the same as the
Artaxerxes, the tiny arm-base
cartridge pre- amplifier that was
Roksan's
first
venture
into
amplification products (unless you
count the turntable power supplies,
which are amplifiers of akind).
The Artaxerxes has now gone, and
the L2.5 pre- is based around a
circuit that is destined to be used in
the Artaxerxes replacement, due
shortly.
The
L2.5
uses two
instrumentation type pre-amplifier
blocks per channel, each with its own
power supply. A buffer amplifier
leads to the volume pot, which in
turn leads to the output buffer amp,
also with its own dedicated supply.
The old friction-coupled volume
potentiometer has been replaced by
a large diameter Alps pot, which is
said to last longer and to track more
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accurately than the original.
The new circuit offers a wider
bandwidth
and
better
phase
response, and as before features a
short signal path and extensive use
of SMDs.
The ROK-DS1.5 is the top of the
range Roksan power supply, and is
built into ahalf-width case similar
in design to the pre-amplifier case.
like the DS5, it too can drive two
external devices, subject to the same
caveat.
The S1.5 stereo power amplifier
has also been the subject of detailed
redesign, but strong reminders of
earlier versions remain, particularly
in the use of a single vertically
oriented PC board inside the back
cover which provides a unusually
short, direct signal path, and to
which all connections are made. The
latter include apair of unbalanced
phono inputs and WBT binding post
outputs. The elaborate and solid
exterior metalwork is also unchanged.
The S1.5 circuit is rated at
70W/ch — it sounds like more —
and is equipped with a new input
circuit and a better driver stage
which gives lower and more
symmetrical distortion on positive
and negative half-cycles of the output
waveform. The transformer has also
been upgraded, but other changes
are minor. Specific claims for the
current model include a wider
bandwidth and lower power supply
noise.
The Ojan 3 loudspeaker was a
simplified derivative of the Darius
which eventually supplanted the
senior model. There are many point
in common. The usual rather squat

presentation of the speaker gives it
alarge footprint, improving stability,
and ahighly irregular internal shape,
which breaks up standing waves and
panel resonances. The tweeter sits
on its own, separately sprung subbaffle, to avoid interference from the
bass driver, a consistent Roksan
priority. The pair Iwas supplied with
are fitted with ashort, spiked stands
which are recommended for short
listening
ranges
and/or
with
suspended floors.
The upgrade from the Ojan 3 to
the Ojan 3X saw a change from a
polypropylene bass unit to apaper
pulp cone, and from afabric tweeter
to ametal dome, both of which offer
a reduced moving mass and are
therefore faster than their predecessors
— literally and figuratively. There
have been other running changes too,
for example the incorporation of a
larger back chamber on the tweeter.
Again, older models can be upgraded,
but in this case it costs about £500,
which ain't cheap.

SOUND QUALITY
It is always a pleasure to review
Roksan equipment, which seems to
improve incrementally each time I
hear it. From the user's point of
view, it can be frustrating to hear
how products bought last year have
been improved, but as has been
pointed out above, the models tend
to have long lifetimes, and in most
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cases, they can be upgraded when
improvements become available.
The system as tested performed to
ahigh standard, with clear signs of
improvement in some areas, though
the character of the system overall
was in keeping with what I
remembered. In particular, the
electronics behaved alittle like bigger
and better versions of the Mission
system, with a similar ultra-fine
resolving power and definition, but
with improved dynamics.
Just for fun, Ibriefly tried running
the Roksan S1.5 power amp from
the Mission's pre-amp section, with
results that were little short of,
spectacular. The first thing Inoticed
was that the sound seemed more
relaxed and open, yet the sense of
detail was if anything improved. The
second, equally powerful impression
was of an improvement in stereo
imaging, which become more
obviously three-dimensional, and
which retained its shape better, even
when heard from off the main
speaker axis. This is a rare quality,
and not one that is always associated
with big, powerful amplifiers.
Changing from a low to a high
power amplifier almost inevitably
means a loss of some of the
subtleties, be it resolving ability,
stereo imaging or whatever. Some
manufacturers of course continue to
assert that stereo imagery is a kind
of chimera, but Roksan is an
exception on both counts.
With previous Roksan pre-/power
amp combinations (but not this one,
which Iwas listening to for the first
time), I always felt marginally
happier with the power amplifier
than the pre-amplifier. Roksan preamplifiers have tended to sound a
little cold and sterile, and lacking in
the
more
supple
grace
that
characterises the power amps. If the
same is true of the L2.5/S1.5
combination, then it hardly shows.
They continue to sound marginally
cool and clinical compared to
other well known pre-/power
amp combinations, but they
never err so far that they
sound

ROKSAWS ROOTS
Roksan started in 1985 in a cramped
and power amp combination, the Rok-L2 p
Industrial unit in the City of London with a
amp/ROK-SI, was released amidst some
radically designed turntable, the Xerxes,
razzmatazz and to considerable critical
Which performed the then almost unheard of
acclaim, but it was never as successful
trick of sounding better than the Linn LP12.
commercially as it perhaps deserved.
Isaw the turntable being manufactured
Later ( much later) Roksan finally
about a month before it went on sale, and
introduced aCD transport/DAC combination,
at the same time Iheard ( in mono!) a
the ROK-DP1/DA-1. Roksan was one of the
prototype of a rather squat and ugly speaker
last of the important high end makers to go with a suspended sub- baffle carrying the
digital. Perhaps there was a reluctance to do
'tweeter. This was to become the Darius.
so because of afundamental if unarticulated
belief in the superiority of analogue replay.
which went though various iterations, before
spawning a simplified, lower cost derivative
This company has never been quick to make
¡called the Ojan, which is included in this
compromises, even necessary compromises,
'system. Amplification followed a later. An
but when Roksan did enter the digital arena,
it did so wholeheartedly.
litg_ant and painstakingly engineered pre-
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sterile. The inherent stability and
clarity of the sound serves the music
rather than detracting from it, but
those looking for amore valve-like
euphony should look elsewhere.
The CD player is completely in
keeping with the amplifier. Tracking
performance is average to good
(though track access times are not
especially rapid), and the sound is
open and uncoloured, with astrong,
well-focused bass — acharacteristic
of many Roksan products. From
what Ican remember, there is less
to distinguish the sound of this
player from its predecessors than is
the case with the pre- or power
amplifiers, but they were always very
likeable performers, easy on the ear,
yet with astrongly analytical quality.
Why fix what isn't broke?
Finally, the speakers. The first point
to be made is that the Ojan 3X is by
far the most characterful, even
idiosyncratic of the components in this
system, and in no way could it be
described as being totally transparent.
Few speakers ever are. On the other

Just for fun,
Ibriefly
tried running
the Roksan
S1.5 power
amp from
the Mission's
pre- amp
section with
results that
were little
short o'
spectacular
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hand, its character is largely benign,
and where it errs, it is in a
complementary sense to the electronics,
which has interesting results.
For those weaned on typical floor
standing columns, the Ojan 3X has
a quite different style of low
frequency behaviour. The bass goes
considerably deeper than even the
most grown up sub-£ 1000 column
loudspeakers, and when the music
demands it can generate frequencies
that can be felt easier than they can
be heard. Perhaps more important
still is the way the system 'breathes'
in the bass, which helps provide a
large, spacious, almost physical
acoustic around the instruments,
where they have been captured on
the original recording.
The Ojan isn't quite as ' quick' as
the best columns, but its timing is
good enough to play blues, jazz and
rock
with
poise,
pace
and
composure. Treble quality is good
too, but the upper midband is
slightly forward and intrusive. Voices
can sound a little aggressive and
coloured, sometimes alittle shut in,
though stereo imagery is extraordinary: performers almost seem to
take up residence in the space
between and around the speakers.
The story of this system is one of
evolution. The original models on
which the current line-up is based
started out well, and were optimised
with the help of well informed and
extended listening. As improvements
have become possible, they have
been
incorporated,
without
disenfranchising existing owners.
This is where the link made earlier
between Roksan and Naim is at its
most obvious. There is still some way
to go, and in particular the
loudspeakers are alittle too characterful
to be regarded as acomplete success
(another link with Naim?). Still, they
help the system as awhole to sound
exciting and involving, and work
almost equally well with all types of
music. You'll have to go along way
to find better.
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uses some of the most advanced technology available today.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
When music matters most
EIO integrated amplifier. E50 stereo FM tuner. E60 compact disc player. For the name of the hi-fi dealer nearest you, contact Musical Fidelity on 0181 900 2866.
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